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ABOUT SATHYABAMA
Sathyabama is a prestigious institution which excels in the fields of Engineering,
Science and Technology for more than three successful decades. It offers multi-
disciplinary academic programmes in various fields of Engineering, Science,
Technology, law, Dental Science, pharmacy, Nursing, Management, Arts and Science
and Allied Health Sciences.It is established under Sec.3 of UGC Act, 1956 and is been
Accredited with ‘A’ Grade by the National Accreditation and Assessment council. The
Institution persistently seeks and adopts innovative methods to improve the quality of
higher education and is responsive to the changes taking place in the field of education
on a global scale. The Institution has a team of dynamic and outstanding faculty,
innovative pedagogical practices, state of the art infrastructure and world class
Research Facilities. This glorious Institution is functioning under the dynamic
leadership of Dr. Mariazeena Johnson, Chancellor, Dr. Marie Johnson, President, Mr. J.
Arul Selvan Vice President and Ms. Maria Bernadette Tamilarasi, Vice President.
Sathyabama has a good presence in rankings and ratings at National and International
level. The Institution has been ranked in 40th position by the National Institutional
Ranking Framework (NIRF), Government of India among the Universities in India for
the year 2022 and ranked one among the top 50 Universities for six consecutive years.
Sathyabama is ranked among the Top 5 Institutions in the Country for Innovation by
ATAL ranking of Institution for Innovation Achievements, Govt. of India. Times
Higher Education and QS has ranked Sathyabama among the top Institutions
worldwide. Sathyabama Institute of Science & Technology has alliances with leading
Universities and research establishments at National and International Level. It is a
research-intensive University with world class laboratories and research facilities and is
involved in research in the emerging areas of Science and Technology. Sathyabama has
undertaken various sponsored and collaborative R&D projects funded by National and
International Organizations. Sathyabama has written a special page in the history of
space research on 22nd June 2016 with the launch of “SATHYABAMASAT” in
association with ISRO. Sathyabama has emerged as a leading Institution and achieved
excellence in higher education to international standards owing to its research and
academic excellence.         



ABOUT SCHOOL OF LAW
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sathyabama School of Law aspires to be an internationally-renowned centre for
research and teaching in law. School of Law is dedicated in advancing human dignity,
social welfare and justice through knowledge of law. School of Law offers B.A.LL.B
(Honors), B.Com.LL.B (Honours), B.B.A.LL.B (Honours) and LL.B Programmes. Our
courses are academically rigorous, informed by the latest research. Courses are taught
by dedicated, efficient and industrious faculty and a cadre of intellects that includes
respected judges and experienced practitioners. We work with a wide variety of groups
including the legal profession, policy makers, research bodies and organizations. This
reflects our strength in many fields of legal and socio-legal research and this give our
students the opportunity to interact with internationally-respected scholars. Our
programmes will prepare students for a career in the legal profession and beyond. The
curriculum has been designed to provide with a strong foundation in the core subjects
coupled with opportunities to pursue optional courses in areas of undergraduate’s
choosing. One of the unique facets of the School of Law is the opportunity provided for
students to take part in both national and international competitions. This allows
students to expand on the knowledge obtained through the compulsory moot and
internal competitions whilst also affording the opportunity to meet fellow students
across numerous institutions. These will enhance the required qualities in the dynamic
legal industry. Students will acquire the legal knowledge, skills and values needed to
help others and to distinguish themselves by making a true impact upon the world.



MOOT PROPOSITION
1. Republic of Podhigai is a sovereign member of the United Nations Organization
(UNO) situated in the South East Asian region. Podhigai was originally a sub-continent
with a continuous civilizational history of various racial, ethnic, linguistic groups
following various belief systems and ruled by different competing kingdoms from time
to time.
2. In the late 18th century, some parts of the sub-continent were colonised under the
authority of the British Queen and continued to be so till 1947. During this period,
various adjoining native kingdoms made pacts called the ‘subsidiary alliance’ with the
British Queen and maintained friendly relationship with the ‘Princely States’ status.
3. In the middle of the 20th century, the British became weak after World Wars and
decided to grant independence to their colonies, including Podhigai. Accordingly, after
negotiating the terms of granting independence with the native Podhigai leaders, the
British Queen promised complete independence to the British Podhigai regions by
August 1947 and installed an ‘Interim Self-Rule Government’ in April 1946 with a
learned Statesman from the Podhigai Congress as its Premier.
4. By August 1947, the interim Premier and his close aides successfully convinced
various provincial leaders and princely States to give up their sovereignty and join with
the British Podhigai as a Union with reciprocal promises of State autonomy upon
independence. In August 1947, British Podhigai provinces were granted independence
by the British Queen and the provinces of Podhigai joined hands with their adjoining
Princely States and became a Dominion.
5. In January, 1950 Podhigai adopted its written Constitution which constituted
Podhigai as a Democratic Republic describing it as a ‘Union of States’. In view of the
pluralistic geo-political, ethnical and anthropological history of the Podhigai sub-
continent, and the agreements made with the Princely States, the Constitution of
Podhigai divided the powers between the Union & States and also regulated their
relationship.
6. In 2014, a far right-wing political party, Nationalistic People’s Party (NPP) won
election to the Podhigai parliament by absolute majority and formed the Union
Government. With time, leaders belonging to the opposite political parties and
powerful State political parties started accusing the NPP of imposing their far-right
agenda of converting Podhigai into a Unitary State by gradually diluting the autonomy
of States and replacing the plural nature of the society with the culture, language and
beliefs of the majority in the Union Government’s political discourse. 



7. In January 2019, the houses and offices of various political leaders were raided by
the authorities of/under the Union like the Union Bureau of Investigation (UBI),
Income Tax Department (IT) and Enforcement Directorate (ED). All major State
parties and opposite parties termed this as a revenge against political opponents. In
February 2019, the office of a Member of Parliament (MP), Mr. Thiagarajan was
raided by the UBI on various charges. Mr. Thiyagarajan belonged to the South
Podhigai Liberal Federation (SPLF), the principal Opposite Party in the Legislative
Assembly of the Ponni State. This was seen as conspicuous political vendetta among
the political circles as the NPP considered the SPLF as their ideological rival.    
8. As Parliamentary elections were fast approaching; the opposite political parties
used the opportunity to campaign against the NPP alleging that the UBI is used as a
weapon of threat only to raid offices of political opponents with unfound claims. In
April 2019, the UBI went a step ahead and filed an FIR against Mr. Thiyagarajan.
There was an unrest in the State of Ponni and the SPLF camp. As strong speculation
of Mr. Thiyagarajan’s arrest was spreading like a wild fire, he immediately
approached the High Court of Ponni with two petitions, one for Anticipatory Bail
and another seeking quash of the FIR. In his petition seeking quash of the FIR, Mr.
Thiyagarajan had also submitted that the establishment of UBI itself is ultra-vires
the Constitution of Podhigai. 
9. Though the High Court of Ponni granted interim relief by staying all further
proceedings in the FIR and by granting interim Anticipatory Bail till the petitions
are finally disposed, the High Court specifically dismissed the submission pertaining
to the constitutional validity of establishment of the UBI for lack of jurisdiction.
However, the Court granted liberty to raise the issue before the competent forum
with an appropriate petition. 
10. Thereafter, Mr. Thiyagarajan immediately filed a Writ Petition before the
Supreme Court of Podhigai challenging the Constitutional validity of establishment
of the UBI under various executive actions and the Podhigai Special Police
Establishment Act (PSPE Act) as a police force to investigate crimes. The petition
(W.P. No. 1902 of 2019) was admitted and notice was issued to the Union of
Podhigai. 



11. Even as this raised a nation-wide debate, two more political leaders belonging to
opposite State political parties, namely Mr. Balu Prasad and Mr. Abdullah from the
States of Central Province & Logri respectively filed petitions to implead them as
parties in the above W.P. No. 1902 of 2019. Since the UBI had also lodged FIRs
against them, the Court was satisfied with their locus standi and allowed them to
implead themselves as the Second and Third Petitioners in the above W.P. No. 1902
of 2019.
12. Meanwhile, in the campaign for the 2019 parliamentary election, the NPP
claimed that under their rule the instances of corruption had come down drastically.
The party relied on the data obtained from the Podhigai Crimes Bureau (PCB)
regarding the number of cases registered under the Prevention of Corruption Act
(PCA) by the UBI between 2017 and 2019. They also campaigned that they had the
stomach to lodge FIRs, arrest and punish corrupt political leaders without any
hesitation and fear. There was no enough rebuttal from the opposite political parties
to any of the claims made by the NPP in the campaign. Consequently, in May 2019,
the NPP won the parliamentary election again hands down with absolute majority.
13. In April 2020, when election to the Legislative Assembly of the western State of
Bangla was approaching, the UBI raided the State secretariat. This was seen as a
political excess and a threat to the ruling party in the State, Bangla National
Congress (BNC) and its Chief Minister who are known for their Bangla National
aspirations. Despite stiff competition from the NPP, the BNC won the elections
again and formed the Government in Bangla. Soon after, the Bangla State withdrew
their General Consent under Section 6 of the PSPE Act granted to the UBI to
exercise their power and jurisdiction within the State’s territory.
14. On 03.03.2021, the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), Government of Podhigai
sent a note to the Bangla State informing that the withdrawal of their general consent
is bad in law and hence their earlier general consent is restored. This created a
political crisis in the Union of Podhigai. Immediately, the State of Bangla invoked
the original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Podhigai under Article 131 of the
Podhigai constitution seeking a declaration that withdrawal of their general consent
is valid and consequently quash the MHA’s note dated 03.03.2021. The Supreme
Court admitted the petition (O.P. No. 503 of 2021) and issued notice to the Union of
Podhigai.



15. Meanwhile, the State of Ponni went for election to the Legislative Assembly in the
month of April, 2021. The SPLF forcefully campaigned against the ruling South
Podhigai Progressive Front (SPPF), which is also a powerful State party, alleging that
they had become a puppet in the hands of the NPP by giving away the rights of the
Ponni State to the Union Government. 
16. In May 2021, the SPLF won the election to the Ponni State legislature and formed
the State Government with their leader Lenin as the Chief Minister. In his first Chief
Ministerial speech, Mr. Lenin declared that he would ensure the State’s autonomy
under the Constitution and would call for a conference of Chief Ministers belonging to
various non NPP ruled States to discuss the same. On the very same day, the UBI
raided the offices of various MPs belonging to the SPLF.
17. On 15.06.2021, Mr. Lenin wrote to the Chief Ministers of 8 non NPP ruled States
insisting them to withdraw the general consent they had granted under Section 6 of the
PSPE Act in order to safeguard the idea of co-operative federalism enshrined under the
Podhigai Constitution. On 20.06.2021, all the 9 non NPP ruled States including Ponni
withdrew their consent under Section 6 of the PSPE Act. 
18. On 21.06.2021, the MHA – Government of Podhigai wrote notes to all the States
informing that withdrawal of their general consent is bad in law. Aggrieved, the State
of Ponni approached the Supreme Court of Podhigai under Article 131 of the Podhigai
Constitution. The Supreme Court allowed the State to be impleaded as the second
Petitioner in O.P. No. 503 of 2021 and issued notice to the Union of Podhigai.
19. On 18.01.2022, the Forum Against Corruption (FAC), an NGO working against
corruption in Podhigai published a research article suggesting that the number of
complaints registered under the Prevention of Corruption Act (PCA) had reduced
drastically from 2017 due to an amendment to the Act. According to the amendment
which inserted Section 6A, the UBI required prior consent of the Union Government
before registering a complaint against an officer of the Union Government above the
rank of Additional Secretary. This research article was backed by the data collected
from the PCB and the UBI under the Right To Information Act, 2005.
20. On 01.02.2022, the FAC filed a Public Interest Litigation (PIL) before the Supreme
Court of Podhigai challenging the constitutional validity of the newly inserted Section
6A of the PCA requiring prior consent of the Union Government before the UBI
registers complaints under the Act. This petition (W.P. 711 of 2022) was admitted by
the Supreme Court and notice was issued to the Union of Podhigai.



21. At the request of the Attorney General of Podhigai and the Counsels for the States
of Bangla and Ponni, the Chief Justice of Supreme Court of Podhigai clubbed the
following matters for final arguments:
A. W.P. No. 1902 of 2019: Thiyagarajan & 2 Ors., Vs The Union of Podhigai;
B. O.P. No. 503 of 2021: State of Bangla & State of Ponni Vs The Union of Podhigai;
and 
C. W.P. No. 711 of 2022: The FAC Vs The Union of Podhigai. 
20. The above matters are now posted for final arguments before a full bench of the
Court for hearing among other things, the following issues:
A. Whether the establishment of the UBI under various executive actions and the
Podhigai Special Police Establishment Act (PSPE Act) as a police force to
investigate crimes is ultra vires the Constitution of Podhigai?
B. Whether the withdrawal of General Consent by the State of Bangla & Ponni
granted to the UBI to exercise their power and jurisdiction within the States’
territory under Section 6 of the PSPE Act is valid; and consequently, whether the
MHA’s notes restoring the States’ General Consent valid?
C. Whether the newly inserted Section 6A of the PCA constitutionally valid?
22. The Supreme Court of Podhigai has granted liberty to the counsels to split the
above issues into sub issues for the sake of convenience, if necessary. The Court does
not prefer addressing the bench in colonially submissive expressions. Instead, the
bench may be addressed by acceptable respectable gender-neutral expressions. 
Note: 
1. The laws of Podhigai, including the Podhigai Constitution are identical to those of
India;
2. The socio-economic and political history of Podhigai is similar to that of India;
3. The Constitutional jurisprudence, legal doctrines & theories and precedents accepted
before the Courts in India are accepted by the Podhigai Supreme Court;
4. The maintainability of W.P. No. 1902 of 2019, O.P. No. 503 of 2021 and W.P. No.
711 of 2022 are not in question. Therefore, the counsels shall argue the matters on
merit.
5. The moot proposition is a work of imagination based on several social, historical and
politically competing ideas. 



Rules and Regulations
1. DEFINITIONS:
The following terms shall have the corresponding meanings unless otherwise specified:
1.‘Competition’ shall refer to Col. Dr. Jeppiaar 3rd All India Virtual Moot Court
Competition 2022. 
2. ‘Competition Rules’ shall refer to the official rules of the Competition as amended from
time to time. 
3. ‘IST’ shall refer to Indian Standard Time. 
4. ‘INR’ shall refer to Indian Rupee. 
5. ‘Knock-out round’ shall refer to the Quarter finals, Semi-finals and Final round of the
Competition. 
6. ‘Memorial’ shall refer to the memorandum of written submissions submitted by any
participating team as per the rules of the competition. 
7. ‘Moot Problem’ shall refer to the facts and issues released by the organizers of the
Competition with its clarifications and corrections.
8. ‘Organizing Committee’ shall refer to the committee appointed for the administration
and conduct of the Competition including any other authorized persons and of all events
leading up to the Competition. 
9. ‘Official Email’ shall refer to the official Email ID of the Col. Dr. Jeppiaar 3rd All India
Virtual Moot Court Competition 2022, which is cdjmmccofficial@gmail.com.

2.ORGANISATIONAL RULES:
2.1 Administration
(a) The Competition is organized by the School of Law, Sathyabama Institute of Science
and Technology. The OC shall function as the authoritative and administrative body for
the purposes of organizing the Competition.
(b) Important points of contact within the OC, and relevant changes, shall be notified via
e- mail to all participating teams. The official email for all correspondence with respect to
the Competition is cdjmmccofficial@gmail.com.

2.2 Discretion of the Administration
a) The OC will have the exclusive authority to interpret these rules. The Rules will be
interpreted fairly and equitably and may at times include deviations from the text of the
Rules to uphold such fairness and equality. In the event of such a deviation, the OC will
inform all participating teams within a reasonable time from the occurrence of the event.
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b) While all efforts have been made to any and all circumstances, any circumstance
not envisaged by these rules will be adjudged by the OC equitably and fairly. The OC
will have the power to make additions to these rules and has the exclusive authority to
govern the administration of this competition. The same shall be done fairly and
equitably.
c) All decisions of the OC shall be final and binding.

3. QUALIFICATIONS:
3.1 Eligibility
·Students pursuing their bachelor’s degree in Law, i.e., either 3 year or 5-year courses
from all law colleges/institutions/universities across the country recognized by the Bar
Council of India are eligible to take part in the competition.
·All three members of a team should belong to the same institution, cross-institute
teams are strictly ineligible to participate in the Col. Dr. Jeppiaar 3rd All India Virtual
Moot Court Competition 2022.

3.2 Team Composition
·Each team shall comprise of two speakers and one researcher (team of 3 members) or
two speakers (team of 2 members).
·Only one team per college shall be allowed to participate.
·Any team, intending to change the team composition of the team shall intimate the
Organizing Committee by sending an e-mail to cdjmmccofficial@gmail.com.

3.3 Medium of the Competition
·The official language of the competition shall be English.

4. REGISTRATION:
4. 1 Provisional Registration
·The participant teams are required to register provisionally through a mail confirming
your participation (details of the team, roles and name of your institution) to
cdjmmccofficial@gmail.com.
· Once the provisional registration is successfully completed, the teams are required to
complete the main registration.
·The last date for provisional registration is 10.04.2022.
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4.2 Main Registration
·The Main Registration shall be completed by filling up the google form:
https://forms.gle/u9j5WdNyZRKBzsAm8
·The Google Form must be filled once by each team and College Identity Card/ any
other identification document of each participant must be also be uploaded with the
Google Forms. The section for the same has been created in the form.
·Teams are supposed to complete their Registration by 15.04.2022 by 11:59 pm IST. 
·The registration fee shall be Rs. 2000 per team.
·The Mode of Payment of the registration fee shall be Account Transfer or UPI
transfer. 
·The registration fee shall be paid online in favour of the below-mentioned Account. 
Bank name: Indian Bank
Name: Registrar, Sathyabama University
Account number: 849833721
IFSC Code: IDIB000S201
·The Registration shall be deemed complete only when the Registration fee has been
remitted successfully and the Application form is duly filled. 
·Once the application form is filled, the Organizing Committee shall send a
confirmation mail to the teams [within 24 hours of registration], which shall consist of
their Team Code.
·The teams shall quote this Team Code in all further communications with the
Organizing Committee. 
·The registration fee shall be non-refundable and non-transferable. 

4.3 Allotment of Team Codes
·After the completion of Main Registration, the Organizing Committee shall respond
to each registered team, with a unique team code, which shall be used to identify the
teams during the competition
·The Team Code allotted to every team should be quoted in any and every further
communication with the Organizing Committee.
·The Team codes shall remain UNCHANGED till the conclusion of Col. Dr. Jeppiaar
3rd All India Virtual Moot Court Competition 2022.

https://forms.gle/u9j5WdNyZRKBzsAm8


5. CLARIFICATIONS:
·Clarifications can be sought on any part of the moot proposition and must be clear.
These clarifications are to be sent to the Organizing Committee by filling the
Clarification Form (https://forms.gle/3FBkEbXJD6f9bTPM8).
·It is at the discretion of the Organizing Committee to decide whether a clarification
sought for is valid and is to be clarified
·The clarifications are to be submitted via the google form on or before 17-04-2022.

6. MEMORIAL: 
6.1 Format of Memorial
·Participants are required to submit Memorandum or Written Submissions on behalf
of both the Petitioner(s) and the Respondent(s). 
·Only the Team Code shall be specified on the top right corner of the Memorandum.
Any reference to the participating institution/college/university shall result in
immediate disqualification. 
·No amendment to the memorandum shall be permitted after submission of the soft
copies.
·Memorials must contain the following: 
a.    Cover page (shall include Year of the Competition, Cause Title, Forum/Court,
designation as Petitioner or Respondent Memo, Team Code on the top right corner)
b.    Table of Contents
c.    List of Abbreviations
d.    Index of Authorities
a.    Statement of Jurisdiction (strictly restrict to 1 page).
b.    Statement of Facts (strictly restrict to 1 page; argumentative Statement of Facts
shall be penalized).
c.    Statement of Issues
d.    Summary of Arguments 
e.    Arguments Advanced
f.     Prayer
· The Cover Page shall be: Blue for Petitioner/Appellant Memorandum; Red for
Respondent Memorandum
· Each Memorandum shall not exceed 35 pages, inclusive of cover page



6.2 Font, Spacing and Citation

·The following content specifications shall be strictly adhered to:

i. Language: English.

ii. Body Font & Size: Times New Roman, 12; Line Spacing: 1.5 [The spacing need

not be followed for the Cover Page, any Tabular Column, Header or Footer].

iii. Footnotes Font & Size: Times New Roman, 10; Line Spacing: 1.0;

iv. Paragraph Spacing: None; No additional space between footnotes. Substantive

Footnoting is strictly prohibited.

v. Alignment (Body & Footnotes): Justified Margin: 1 inch on all 4 sides.

vi. Citation Method: The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation, Harvard Law

Review, 20th Edition

6.3 Submission guidelines

·Only soft copies of memorials shall be submitted in both pdf and .doc format latest

by 11.59 pm on 20.04.2022. No memorials shall be accepted after the prescribed

date.

·Any memorial submitted after the deadline shall be subject to penalty for late

submission.

·The memorials shall be mailed to cdjmmccofficial@gmail.com with the subject of

the mail being “Memorial Submission – ‘Team Code’. 

·Violation of any of the above rules shall result in the deduction of points.

·In case of any issue regarding time, the receiving time mentioned in the organizers

email id i.e, ‘cdjmmccofficial@gmail.com’ will be considered to be final and the sole

decision rights are with the organizers.

·Compendium is optional and has to be submitted to the organizing committee

through e-mail at the time of memorial submission. The Compendium should only be

one PDF file, for easy accessibility of the judges. 
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6.4 Assessment of Memorials
·The memorials shall be assessed and marked out of 100 marks, by a team of experts
on the predetermined criterion, as specified here under.
·Every memorial submitted by the teams shall be individually marked, the totalled
average score which shall be the qualifying criteria of the Best Memorial Award.

7. GENERAL RULES OF ONLINE ROUNDS:
7.1 Dress code
The dress code for all participants throughout the competition shall be white shirt,
black blazer (optional), and black trousers, black tie (optional) for men and white
shirt/kurta, black blazer (optional), black trousers for women. Strict adherence to the
dress code is required.

7.2 Rules pertaining to oral rounds
·The rounds will be conducted via Zoom. All teams are requested to download the
app beforehand on their devices. Teams participating in this competition are advised
to use a stable internet connection for ensuring smooth presentations. ·



· The participants (speakers) must ensure that any noise or audio other than the voice

of the participant should not occur during the online oral rounds. The failure of which

(other noises are audible and the judges find it to be disturbing) shall attract

disqualification of the participant. The background of the participants should be plain.

· Except the speaker who is presenting his/her arguments, all the other participants

must mute their audio. In case of any disturbance or interruption, the participant or the

entire team to which such participant belongs shall be disqualified.

· No faculty member, coach, or a designated observer will be allowed to join the

video-conferencing during the session.

· Written communication during the Oral Round shall be limited to electronic written

communication among team members via “Chat-box” or “Conversation” feature on

the app. No other verbal/non-verbal communication may take place.

· Scouting is strictly prohibited.

· The host institution shall not be held responsible for any connectivity or network

issues that might arise during the course of oral arguments.

· WhatsApp Groups will be created to facilitate communication with the ‘Ushers’ as

Admins. The Ushers will send instructions and guide the teams throughout the

competition through this WhatsApp Group. 

8. FORMAT OF THE COMPETITION:

8.1 Structure of the Competition

·     The competition will be held for three days, 28th to 30th April, 2022. Information

relating to Draw of Lots and Exchange of Memorials will be communicated at a later

stage.

·     The competition shall consist of two Preliminary Rounds, a Quarter Final Round,

a Semi-Final Round and the Final Round.



· The rounds shall be conducted virtually by way of video conferencing, the details of

the platform will be given to the teams prior to the competition. The Meeting ID,

Password and Link will be communicated to the teams via the official WhatsApp

group.

· The structure of every oral pleading round shall be as follows: the

Petitioners/Appellants shall present their arguments first, followed by the

Respondents. After the conclusion of the Respondents’ pleadings,

Petitioners/Appellants may proceed with the Rebuttal, followed by Sur-rebuttal by

Respondents.

8.2 Preliminary Round

· Each team shall argue once from each side i.e., once as Petitioners/Appellants and

once as Respondents. The representing sides shall be allotted to the teams via the draw

of lots conducted, which shall be notified to the teams shortly after the Inauguration. 

· The Memorials of the opposing team shall be made available to the teams and judges

beforehand.

· No team shall plead against the same team in the subsequent preliminary round, it

shall be the duty of the Organizing Committee to ensure that the opposing teams in the

subsequent rounds are distinct.

· Each team shall strictly get a total time of 30 minutes to argue subject to a minimum

of 10 minutes per speaker. The speaking time is inclusive of a maximum of 2 minutes

for the Rebuttals and 2 minutes for sur-rebuttal, as the case may be. Any grant of

extension shall be at the discretion of the judges, which shall not exceed 5 minutes per

team.

8.3 Quarter Final Round

· Eight (8) teams based on the highest marks in the Preliminary Rounds shall proceed

to the Quarter-Finals. 

· The Quarter Final shall be a knock out round. 



· The representing sides of each team and the opposing teams for the Quarter Final

round shall be decided by the draw of lots.

· Each team shall strictly get a total time of 30 minutes to argue subject to a minimum

of 10 minutes per speaker. The speaking time is inclusive of a maximum of 2 minutes

for the Rebuttals and 2 minutes for sur-rebuttal, as the case may be. Any grant of

extension shall be at the discretion of the judges, which shall not exceed 5 minutes per

team.

· In the event of a tie, the memorandum score of the team shall be considered to decide

the teams furthering to the semi-final rounds.

8.4 Semi-Final Round

· Four (4) Teams shall qualify to the Semi-final round wherein the winning team with

the highest marks of each courtroom in the Quarter-Final shall proceed to the Semi-

Finals.

· The Semi-Final shall be a knock out round. 

· The representing sides of each team and the opposing teams for the Semi-Final

Round shall be decided by the draw of lots.

· Each team shall get a total time of 40 minutes to argue subject to a minimum of 15

minutes per speaker inclusive of a maximum of 3 minutes for the Rebuttals or sur-

rebuttal, as the case may be. Any grant of extension shall be at the discretion of the

judges, which shall not exceed 5 minutes per team.

8.5 Final Round

· The winning team of each court room in the semi-final rounds shall proceed to the

Finals. It shall be a knock out round, wherein the side for pleading shall be determined

on the basis of draw of lots.

· In case of a tie, the team with a higher score in Memorandum Submissions shall

qualify.

· The representing sides of the finalists shall be decided by the way of draw of lots.

·



 Each team shall get a total of 50 minutes to argue subject to a minimum of 20 minutes

per speaker inclusive of maximum 3 minutes for the Rebuttals and Sur-rebuttals, as

the case may be.

8.6 Assessment of Oral Pleadings

Team performance of the orators shall be judged, individually, in all rounds on the

basis of following criterion:

9. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS:

9. 1 Court Mannerisms

·The participants are expected to strictly maintain the decency and decorum of the

Court and conduct themselves in the manner befitting of the legal profession.

·All teams are required to act in a dignified manner and respect the court. 

·Any form of communication between the Bar Table and any person other than those

on the Bench is prohibited and if indulged in, will result in a penalty point.

·Any attempt to approach the framer of the moot problem or judges of the

competition, prior to the competition shall be met with strict consequences.



10. PRIZES AND AWARDS:

. The winner of the Final Round shall be declared as the “Winner” of the competition

and shall be awarded Rs.10,000 and E-Certificate of Merit.

. The opposing team making it to the final, ranking second in the Final Rounds shall

be declared as the “Runners-up” and shall be awarded Rs.5,000 and E-Certificate of

Merit.

. Best Speaker shall be determined on the basis of the highest average marks obtained

in the Preliminary round, and shall be awarded Rs. 2500 and E-Certificate of Merit.

. Best Memorial shall be determined on the basis of the highest marks obtained in the

memorial qualifier round, and shall be awarded Rs.2500 and E-Certificate of Merit.

. Every participating team shall be awarded a ‘E-Certificate of Participation’.

11. CONTACT DETAILS:

Official Email ID: cdjmmccofficial@gmail.com

FACULTY COORDINATOR: Mr.P.S.S. Gowrishangar, +91 96298 48534/ +91

9849000331

Moot Court Committee:

PRESIDENT: Ms. Arya Abaranji. P. S., +91 95000 44929

VICE PRESIDENT: Mr. Eeshwaa. C.G., +91 63835 50954

TREASURER: Ms. Aishwarya. K., +91 86828 30609

SECRETARY: Mr. Naveen. V., +91 99403 18218

12. IMPORTANT DATES:

16-03-2022- Release of Moot Problem

10-04-2022 - Last date for Provisional Registration 

15-04-2022- Last date for Registration

17-04-2022 - Last date for Clarifications

20-04-2022 -Last date for Memorial Submission

28-04-2022 to 30-04-2022 - Date of Events 

mailto:sslmootsociety@gmail.com

